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Cognitive processes 

• behaviourism (1914) rejected internal mental structures and described all 

behaviours as complex stimulus-response associations 

- focus on data rather than speculation – inability to study animals, pre-

verbal children 

- genuine attempt to make psychology scientific  

- consciousness seen as pointless to study because immeasurable  

• Tolman (1948) proposed that rats were forming an internal mental 

representation (cognitive map) when running a maze, rather than simply 

responding to stimuli 

- looked at Blodgett’s data of rats in a maze who were either rewarded or 

not when placed in a maze 

• explaining language with S-R relationships: Skinner attempted to do this 

- Chomsky showed that we probably have pre-existing structures that allow 

us to acquire language 

- Skinner was wrong about language 

• recognition of human limits: with WWII, engineering resulted in machines 

being built that were more complicated than us/were requiring too much 

attention from us 

- we can’t process everything all at once, at the same time 

- birth of ergonomics: device matching humans in terms of complexity 

- something too simple is also difficult  

• role of technology: attentional overload 

- computers take in and manipulate information 

- we can investigate mental processes scientifically 

- we can use computers as a “model” for human information-processing 

systems 

- we can construct a model of cognitive processes and test the model by 

measuring human behaviour 

• mental chronometry: measuring how long thoughts take 

- small but finite number in response time 

- choice RT (complex) – simple RT = estimate of stimulus evaluation time  

measure of internal mental process 

- mental chronometry can also be used to refer nature of processes: serial 

vs parallel processing and self-termination or exhaustive search 

• cognitive psychology is about finding out how humans actually behave 

• heuristics: leads to quick but imperfect solution 

- gut reactions, stereotypes, not thinking things through etc. 

• cognitive biases:  

- we are influenced by “framing” (e.g. wording) 

- hindsight bias (e.g. “I knew all along”) 

- confirmation biases – seeking information that confirms our beliefs, 

ignoring information that doesn’t 

- seeking randomness and ignoring “chance” 



- ignoring “base rates”/sample size 

Cognitive process II 

• people are becoming injured or passing away increasingly due to not paying 

attention when crossing the street etc. 

• Becklen and Cervone (1983): black and white video with person walking 

through 

- non-distraction of person walking through indicates attention is focused on 

the task  

• attentional limits: need to pay attention for information to be processed in the 

mind 

- dividing attention (e.g. being on the phone whilst crossing the road) 

reduces amount of information processed 

• inattentional blindness: so focused on one thing that don’t even realise the 

other things 

• we have limited attentional resources – extent to which we can control our 

attention allows us to choose between the following: 

- we can either focus on one image/task/stream and not process anything 

else OR 

- we spread our attentional resources across many images/tasks/streams 

and perform each less well 

• locus of selection: 

- early = information is selected or rejected on basis of its physical 

characteristics e.g. nothing recalled in a conversation we aren’t part of 

- late = information is selected or rejected on basis of more complex 

characteristics like its meaning e.g. our name is said in another 

conversation and we can recall the conversation details later 

• Lavie (2005, 2007): location of attention filter depends on cognitive load 

- late locus of selection if doing a less demanding task 

- early locus of selection if doing a difficult, demanding task 

• control of attention:  

- involuntary, exogenous, stimulus-driven – when an object or feature “pops” 

out or captures our attention (an easy, “parallel” search) 

- voluntary, endogenous, goal-directed – when we try to find an object or 

feature (a difficult, “serial” search) 

• feature integration theory (Treisman, 1986): 

- we process features independently in pre-attentive manner (quickly and in 

parallel) 

- role of attention (“attention spotlight”) is therefore to bind these features 

together into objects (a slow, serial process) 

• change blindness: sometimes when we are looking for something strange it 

takes longer than expected to find 

- a saccade (jumping eye movement) needs to be made, which may have 

some suppression of the visual system, resulting in a blur 

 


